Welcome
to the
KUYSEN
HOME

As we celebrate our 30th year in
the industry, we stay true to our
commitment in giving you
service you can rely on.

We bring carefully curated
showrooms that draw
inspiration and offer solutions to
every home; as well as world‐
class brands that excel in the
fields of design and technology
to cater to the most discerning
clients with diverse tastes.

Only from Kuysen.
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DREAM BATHROOMS
DESIGN WORLD
We offer you tastefully designed bathroom brands that have been recognized by the prestigious IF design and Red Dot awards.
This ensures that the products are long lasting in terms of design and quality.
INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY
We take price in providing access to the pioneers of bathroom innovation and technology including the latest in the market.
From water saving to enhancing the bathroom experience, we offer a complete range of bathroom products of various styles,
functions, applications, colors, materials, finishes, and sizes to choose from.
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Germany . 1994

A X O R B AT H R O O M C O L L E C T I O N S
S T Y L I S T I C D I V E R S I T Y. P E R F E C T I O N .

From classic to modern: an array of Axor faucets, showers, sinks, bath tubs, and accessories. One‐of‐a‐kind products and
complete bathroom collections. Developed in collaboration with the world’s leading designers. Befits luxury bathrooms.
Uncompromising quality. Ground‐breaking innovations. Accomplished to perfection.
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Germany . 1994

Premium bathroom brand Axor works closely
with internationally renowned designers such
as Philippe Starck, Antonio Citterio, Patricia
Urquiola, and Jean Marie Massaud, among
others, to break new grounds in the world of
design and innovation. From mixers to showers
and accessories, every detail is curated to come
up with unique designs in true German
craftsmanship.
Axor continuously redefines aesthetics, water
design, and functionality with award‐winning
mixers, showers, and accessories. This sets new
benchmarks for individuality and exclusivity—
from project businesses to private customers;
from designers to end users.

Axor encourages individuality by rethinking
how bathrooms are designed and creating
a line‐up with products that uniquely adds
a statement to the living space. This began
25 years ago with the birth of the Axor
Starck—a breakthrough collection coveted
to this day. Just last year, another
innovative product, the Axor MyEdition
was launched. This evokes high precision
craftsmanship and customizable elements.

Mixers and showers are finished in
exclusive colors from Polished Gold Optic
to Brushed Black Chrome, adapting to suit
individual requirements. This allows a play
with colors and combinations to come up
with striking results.
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Form follows perfection. This represents
Axor: perfection in all its dimensions; in
design; in technology; in every innovation;
and in every detail. Axor’s product
development process ensures that nothing
was left to be added or removed. After all,
Axor’s goal is to finish products off to
perfection.

Germany . 1901

M e e t t h e b e a u t y o f w a t e r.
Your premium brand for bathrooms and kitchens.

CONTINUOUS
INNOVATION ON
TECHNOLOGY

Hansgrohe has been offering
high‐performing German‐engineered

Hansgrohe showcases
eco‐friendly and
environmentally
conscious elements such
as a quick cleaning
function as well as
water and energy‐saving
features.

bath and kitchen fixtures since 1901.
The company‘s commitment to innovation,
sustainability, and exceptional design has
made it a trendsetter in the world market.

To provide enduring,
cutting edge product
designs that improve
the way of life,
Hansgrohe constantly
embarks on research
and development in
technology and
award‐winning designs.
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Germany . 1901

FinishPlus: water in modern fashion
Bathroom design is all about expressing personal style. Choose from a broad range of
customizable options that include new high quality metallic shades and trendy matte
colors. Unleash your creativity and let the bathroom radiate your own, individual style.

The brushed black chrome, brushed
bronze, and polished gold metallic
surface finishes as well as the matte
trend colors of matte white and matte
black are available in two HG series: the
Metropol and certain Talis E taps, with
complementary elements to match.

The various ranges have different price positions, which make FinishPlus an attractive idea for every bathroom.

Kitchen products from
Hansgrohe
Crafted by Phoenix Design, Hansgrohe’s multi‐
awarded taps and sophisticated sinks are a
perfect match. The ergonomic, user‐friendly
kitchen taps combined with innovative sinks
make for a modern minimalist kitchens. Besides
sleek aesthetics, elegant accessories optimize the
workflow in the kitchen.

The brands Hansgrohe and Axor exemplify our concept of a deeply‐rooted water culture all over the world, which
can be seen in luxurious hotels, storied public buildings, private residences, castles, cruise ships, and luxury yachts.
Our broad line‐up showcases premium quality products that can satisfy even those with the most
discerning tastes and preferences.
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Germany . 1817

L I V I N G B AT H R O O M S
Recognized around the world, Duravit offers ceramics, bathtubs, and furniture that meet the highest standards in terms
of quality, technology, and design. From luxurious hotels, imposing concert halls, and idyllic chalets to beautiful homes,
Duravit is a top choice.

AN INSPIRATION THAT
CHANGED THE WORLD
In 1994, design genius Philippe Starck
reinterpreted the three pillars of the
beginnings of bathing culture—the bucket,
tub, and washbowl—and came up with a line
that appears as fresh and new today as it was
back then. The French designer’s
craftsmanship as well as his eye for form and
function made his name in the bathroom
design scene.

W O R LD R E NOWNED D E S I GNERS
Duravit’s designers are as diverse as
its product ranges.
.
Whether simple or extravagant – what
unites them is their uniqueness and
passion for perfection.
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Germany . 1817

DESIGN + INNOVATION

MAGIC MATERIAL. To date, there is no
other material capable of generating
highly stable delicate shapes other than
Duravit’s DuraCeram®. Based on an
innovative formula, DuraCeram® allows
manufacturing of more precise, elusive
forms than conventional ceramics. It also
permits uniquely thin, absolutely smooth
edges, something that is not possible
with the use of standard sanitary ceramic
materials, which usually distort in the kiln
and shrink by up to 11 per cent in the
process. Undeniably at the top of its
game, DuraCeram® opens up brand‐new
design opportunities.

Available in two comfort
levels, the SensoWash®
shower‐toilet seats can be
combined with a variety of
Duravit bathroom ranges.
In all models, an integrated
flow heater ensures that
resources are used
intelligently, as the
required amount of water
is only heated to the
necessary temperature as
needed.
Bath+Shower
A major space‐saver, the new shower+
bath combination offers creative ways
when it comes to bathroom planning.
The tub, made from DuraSolid®, makes
for sophisticated designs in any
bathroom space.
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Germany . 1918

THERE’S NOTHING
LIKE KALDEWEI.
Kaldewei steel enamel combines these two powerful materials
to form an inseparable bond that harnesses the strengths of
each material in perfect symbiosis. Pushing the boundaries,
Kaldewei has been developing, refining, and optimizing the
special formula and manufacturing processes of the signature
steel enamel for almost a century now. It guarantees lasting
quality that remains visible, tangible, and treasured to date.

The perfect material for perfect design: KALDEWEI steel
enamel. Made of steel and glass—two entirely authentic and
natural materials used for centuries—each has its own inherent
properties.
.
Steel evokes strength, toughness, robustness, and optimum
ductility. Glass is highly resistant to chemical or thermal stress
and has a sleek, appealing aesthetics.
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Germany . 1879

QUALITY WITH TRADITION

“Aesthetics in the bathroom is our passion.
We are always searching enthusiastically for
new forms, new materials, and new
technologies. A search for the perfect
synergy of the sensible and the sensuous.”
Hartmut Dalheimer, Managing Director.

KEUCO products impress with excellent
design,
ease‐of‐use
and
technical
sophistication. Every product development
stage undergoes constant improvement to
provide quality bathroom furnishings,
furniture, mirrors, and accessories.
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Functional features essential in everyday
use, which include the theft‐proof toilet, are
a characteristic of KEUCO in‐house developments.

United Kingdom . 1996

Combining elegantly sculpted design
with unrivalled quality and performance,
Victoria + Albert’s freestanding tubs
make stunning centerpieces in any
bathroom. Each bathtub is crafted from
a unique material called

A British brand
well‐known for
creating beautiful
freestanding tubs
and basins

QUARRYCASTTM, which, unlike solid
stone or cast iron, feels warm to the
touch, offers exceptional heat insulation
and scratch resistant properties. It’s this
material, coupled with inspirational
designs, that make the brand’s
freestanding tubs special.

As an ultimate statement in quality and style, our model line‐up is packed with inspirational freestanding designs made from 100%
QUARRYCASTTM, a blend of Volcanic LimestoneTM and high performance resins. Naturally white, each is individually hand‐finished by
meticulous craftsmen. There are two main collections in the range—traditional and modern bath—both offer options amongst
freestanding designs and bathing styles.
.
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Italy . 1999

Beyond all boundaries, taking
ceramic as far as it can go,
telling stories and evoking the
emotional impact of color.

At the core of Cielo product
design lies the skill in making a
top‐notch industrial product
without losing its handmade
craftsmanship.
The art and tradition of ceramic
manufacturing, in all its nuances,
is one of the most ancient
practices of transforming a raw
material in a usable object.
Cielo considers respect for and
the preservation of the
environment a social
responsibility and an ethical
commitment.
This urges Cielo to constantly
dedicate investments in the
economical and research/
development aspects. Cielo gears
towards establishing advanced
technological systems and
innovating plants for optimization
and use of natural resources such
as recycling raw materials used in
the ceramic production cycle.
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Italy . 1984

OUTSIDE‐THE‐BOX
B AT H R O O M F U R N I T U R E

Care and attention to detail, continuous research on
materials and innovation in terms of form, constant
development of new lines, and a discerning aesthetic
sense are the principles Puntotre upholds.
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KITCHEN ESSENTIALS
SOPHISTICATED DESIGN + HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS
A perfect kitchen requires a combination of a good functional layout, generous and organized
storage, and high quality user‐friendly appliances.
Design your dream kitchen with infinite options—from the oldest and first kitchen cabinet maker
Poggenpohl to a wide variety of sinks, sink mixers, and kitchen appliances to complete your
ultimate kitchen design.
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Germany . 1892

OLDEST AND THE
BEST KNOWN
KITCHEN CABINET
MAKER IN THE WORLD
It’s the details of craftsmanship that set
Poggenpohl apart—evidence of the skills
and perfectionist ethos of its scrupulous
craftsmen: the painstakingly smoothed and
hand‐sanded finish that creates the popular
mirror‐finish high gloss lacquer surfaces;
the perfect alignment of doors, drawers,
and worktops. Traditional craftsmanship
marries with cutting edge modern
technology to come up with a kitchen that
is a pleasure to touch, use and work in, now
and in the years to come.

GERMAN MADE. Using
only the highest quality
materials and fittings from
around the world, the
signature
“Made
in
Germany” label equates
to delivering kitchens that
are built to last. Every
little detail is given utmost
attention
to
achieve
perfection both in terms
of design and quality. You
are sure to get the latest
innovation and technique
that can be applied to the
kitchen.
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Germany . 1875

I T I S T H E I N N E R V A L U E T H AT C O U N T S
Küppersbusch, for easy, quick, and deliciously cooked meals.

Since its foundation more than 140 years
ago, the iconic brand has been defined by
a perfect synergy between form and
function. At Küppersbusch, the know‐how
for household appliances is based on the
experiences gained in professional
kitchens.

The perfectly aligned built‐in appliances guarantee inspiring
moments and more joy in the kitchen than ever before.

First class design coupled with
shapes and lines defines our
award‐winning products. With
the Küppersbusch INDIVIDUAL
Concept, you can adapt an entire
appliance series to your personal
taste and requirements.

Useful functions such as time‐saving auto‐programs, intuitive
controls, easy operation, and optimized workflow processes
guarantee a perfect result.
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Spain. 1924

Teka is an industrial group
with over 90 years of
entrepreneurship
and
innovation that originated
in Germany, with major
production lines in Spain as
well as other countries. The
company has pioneered
many products including
stainless steel kitchen sinks
and appliances and its
contributions are part of
the industry’s history. It is
the only fully‐integrated
manufacturer, thanks to its
range of products covering
all kitchen solutions under
one brand.

Offers a wide array of hoods, hobs, ovens, steam ovens,
microwave ovens, sinks, and sinks mixers with a vast range
of choices to complete your kitchen needs.
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Italy . 1973

Ele g a n c e , p e r f o r m a n c e , r e l i a b i l i t y , r e s p e c t f o r t h e
environment—this guarantees Foster’s offer to
experience quality.

The renowned Foster finish gives the steel of each
of its products a unique brilliance that combines
unsurpassed aesthetics with great ease of
cleaning and ensuring great durability.
The ISO 9001 certification guarantees careful
management of all company processes, each
aimed at guaranteeing the highest product quality
standards.
Foster takes sustainability and environmental
impact very seriously, a reason for the brand to
design appliances that raise the standards of
ergonomics, functionality, performance, and work
to reduce energy and environmental footprint.
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Canada

Your home and everything in it is a
reflection of you. From essential
comforts to design preferences and
layouts, your home speaks about the
unique aspects of your life.
And with the kitchen at its center, the
fixtures and fittings you select are important
elements, as they are a part of your daily
routine. Kindred products are designed and
manufactured with respect for this.

Through consideration for value added
features such as included waste
fittings, easy‐to‐maintain finishes, clear
installation instructions, cutout
templates, easy‐ to‐use installation
hardware and solid product
warranties, Kindred products are easy
to love.
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KUYSEN FURNITURE
U N D E R S TA N D I N G
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YO U R

N E E D S

From expressing your
individuality to possessing
functionality, we select
brands that have years of
experience and expertise in
their respective categories—
from wood and leather, to
veneers, and metal. We also
searched the world for the
best artisans so we are able to
bring bespoke pieces that
echo your own personal
styles.

Our eye for beauty and details radiate in the way we
curate our furniture pieces. When choosing the right
pieces, we imagine them in the actual space, so
clients can visualize the products virtually in their
own home.
Individuality and personal style are important to us
and as such, we don’t go with the trends; rather, we
recommend options and solutions based on different
preferences and tastes.
We also highlight coveted iconic pieces and
handmade furniture that are worth your every
investment; pieces that are timeless and appreciate
in value through time.
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Italy . 1989

SKIN IS ALWAYS IN SEASON
With its peerless expertise in luxury leather
upholstery, Baxter never goes out of fashion.
Established in 1989 with vintage British style,
its flamboyance is tempered by Italian class‐a
subtle sophistication whose hallmark style is
appreciated best by the discerning clientele.
Clearly, Baxter is for an audience with a
preference for the luxurious and the eclectic.
Bull back and shoulder leather have never
found a finer purpose. It comes in various
colors and finishes, treated with an array of
processes. Culled where the weather is cool,
bull skin is smoother by nature, unburdened by
birth and movement, with little or no trace of
scarring. With the use of leather this lavish,
every Baxter creation is unique; each is
characterized by exceptional craftsmanship
and uncompromising attention to details.
26

Italy . 1956

WOOD AND WONDER COME TOGETHER

Known worldwide for its unique,
imaginative contours since 1956,
Ceccotti Collezioni features household
designs proudly at play. Sculptural in
their distinctive shapes, biomorphic
curves meet sleek silhouettes, which
add whimsy to function in every
product. Whether it’s an armchair or a
bed, a table or a shelf, everything in
the lineup comes with a sturdy lyricism
where hard wood softens and
translates into poetry.

Supple craftsmanship is evident in every object, a passion piece
hard‐carved with attention to detail, history, and tradition. Using
time and labor‐intensive methods, simple strokes build up into
complex constructions and distinctive designs.
Naturally hip, Ceccotti Collezioni is sustainably manufactured too;
it uses wood in accordance with the lifecycle of trees, and
supports environmental efforts like recycling, reforestation and
reducing energy costs. supports environmental efforts like
recycling, reforestation and reducing energy costs.
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Italy . 1925

From its beginnings in Brianza, the
cradle of premium Italian furniture
industry, Porro has come a long way.
Close to a century, the brand has been
unlocking the intrinsic elegance of
wood.

With

the

world’s

widest

selection of wood veneers for luxurious
bedroom and wardrobe systems, it
know—with unmatched familiarity—
nature’s timeless tones and textures.

Every

year,

Porro

recreates

and

strengthens its wood selection by
reinterpreting

important

traditions

such as carving, bending, inlaying, and
combining wood strips in a modern
way. It takes advantage of its intuitive
knowledge of veneer to manufacture
bespoke pieces that can furnish any
room—essential

and

rigorous

but

eclectic and decorated. It combines
best practices in manual craftsmanship
and manufacturing processes.
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Italy . 1969

Harmony is the trademark of Living Divani.
Distinguished by its attention to proportion and
symmetry, Living Divani emphasizes the importance
of continuity, which is evident in the way a single
design is applied across multiple iterations. It is the
brand’s design DNA that echoes understated luxury
among the wide range of products it offers. Leaving
no design opportunity behind, its tables and seating
systems are marked with as much elegance as its
storage and shelving capacities

Since its establishment in the early ‘70s as a small workshop, Living Divani has grown exponentially, delivering a range of impressive and
comprehensive collections through creative collaborations with some of the industry’s top designers. Together, Living Divani’s masterpieces
create an encompassing living environment, whose classic and modern components complement each other seamlessly.
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Italy . 1954

ICONIC PIECES AND MORE
With pieces showcased in over 40 museums around the world, no other furniture brand is as iconic as Zanotta. Among the leaders in
Italian industrial design, it is as renowned for its manufacturing technologies and precise handmade workmanship. Because its timeless
designs have found their place in the annals of style, owning a Zanotta is as good as owning a work of art; like owning a piece of history.

The multi‐awarded, globally acclaimed brand collaborated with over 120 designers all over the world. Zanotta uses materials of perfect
symmetry such as wood, plastic, leather, steel, and glass. One can compare the uniqueness of a Zanotta masterpiece to the exceptionality
of any work of art by the masters.
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Italy . 1964
Perfect for the tropics, Paola Lenti
is a functional eye‐candy for the
sunny outdoors. Blending the
natural and the synthetic, it
specializes in innovative materials
that are the outcome of rigorous
research

and

creative

imagination. Most of its pieces,
for instance, are made of an
exclusive, patented rope wrought
from special weaving techniques,
whose colors and durability are
proof that fun is capable of high
performance.

.

While Paola Lenti focuses on
innovation

and

technology,

personal handmade and hand‐
stitched

touches

are

also

incorporated in each piece. Its
sense

of

coherence

proportion
stem

from

and
the

founder’s strong background in
graphic

design,

which

also

accounts for the original look
achieved by every playful Paola
Lenti item.
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Spain . 1987

Like painting spaces using light, Vibia, for three decades now, continues
to illuminate households and offices with beautiful strobes that add
drama and set the ambience. Its string of awards in recent years is a
proof that it has never lost it has lost its luster since 1987, and a clear
testament of its growth are the 20 collaborative teams of industrial and
interior design professionals behind its vigorous production.

With fresh ideas, Vibia achieves what only a few pioneers in the
lighting industry achieve—create a chance for anyone to coexist in a
space illuminated by art. And it’s a participatory kind of art, where
anyone can collaborate with the brand to have a customized
lighting fixture befitting their needs—from design layout to adapt to
a space, to controlling dimensions to suit the user’s vision—adding
one’s personal touch. By making unconventional light, Vibia has
earned the admiration of artists, architects, and interior designers
around the globe.
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Italy . 1990

The industrial
impersonality associated
with steel is eliminated by
Desalto. It balances sleek
elegance with lush
organic contours, both
inviting and wondrous,
blending household
warmth with high quality
finish. Paired with fabrics
available in a wide range
of colors, textures, and
materials, steel has never
felt so welcoming as it
does in a piece by
Desalto.

From indoor desks to
shelving, and garden
chairs and tables,
Desalto’s offerings
combine technically
elaborate production
methods with
simplicity that
soothes the eye and
evokes comfort. The
outcome is a deftly
constructed sense of
balance that is at
once impressive and
relaxing.
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Italy . 1963

B E A U T Y, T R A D I T I O N & I N N O V A T I O N

The collection is the result of
a rigorous and careful
research that is realized in
the creation of industrial
design products made of
plastic, metal, wood and
upholstered materials.

A quality‐oriented manufacturing process, with scrupulous sourcing of certified raw materials; research and true passion for
cutting‐edge machinery; step‐by‐step planning in every phase; and with the precision typical of a craftsman‐‐it’s this perfect
blend of elements that has made Pedrali a world‐class creator of contemporary industrial design.
.

Pedrali products are used in a
roster of innovative projects
such as the Autogrill Villoresi
Est, which embodies the best
practices in construction
sustainability along the A8‐
Laghi highway in the north of
Italy; Google Campus in
Dublin and Microsoft House
in Milan, which both have
different
public
areas
planned
to
encourage
interaction
among
colleagues; The Alain Ducasse
restaurants: the three ‐
Michelin‐starred
The
Dorchester in London and
inside the royal residence of
Versailles; Salewa Headquarters
in Bolzano that has the
biggest rock climbing wall
found in Italy.
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Pedrali products can also be
found at the Van Cleef &
Arpels boutique, situated in
the legendary Fifth Avenue
in New York and in the
prestigious Place Vendome
in Paris; Kanazawa Umimirai
Library in Japan, whose
innovative spaces make this
facility a new hub for the
social life of the local
community; and the new
Remai Modern Museum in
Canada, which offers a
unique
perspective
on
contemporary art.

Denmark . 2006

This Danish design brand derives its name from the Finnish word “muutos” which means change.
From some of the best new Nordic designers, such as Cecilie Manz, Harri Koskinen and design studio Anderssen & Voll, Muuto
aim to share its core principle of clear aesthetics, functionality, and craftsmanship combined with modern techniques and
experimental attitude towards materials and form. It gives a new perspective to modern Scandinavian design.
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Denmark . 1982

36 modules
4 depths
42 colors
Endless Possibilities

Montana offers a series
of tables and chairs for
the workspace

With Montana modules in different sizes and colors, you can build up
in height and width, free‐standing, up against a wall or all of it at once.
You choose your own style.

What can 36 modules with 4 depths and 42
colors do? They give you the freedom to create
and express your personality.
The Montana system is designed by founder
Peter Lassen. The CEO of the company is the son
of Peter Lassen, Joakim Lassen. Montana’s
flexible, modular system features an inspiring
color palette and is manufactured at Montana’s
own factory in Denmark. The system offers
infinite opportunities and freedom to curate
spaces in the ultimate personal way.
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Italy . 1960

Known for its “The Human Light” philosophy,
Artemide boasts high skills in light design and
innovation, with products originating from
research and high‐quality manufacturing. The
company filed numerous patents on inventions
(10 patents filed in 2016 alone) in time for the
development of innovative technological,
mechanical, and opto‐electrical solutions.

Artemide has contributed to the history of the
international design with products like Eclisse
(1967, from Vico Magistretti), Tolomeo (1989,
from Michele De Lucchi and Giancarlo Fassina),
Pipe (2004, from Herzog & De Meuron) and the
IN‐EI Collection (2014, Issey Miyake)—all
showcased at the Compasso Doro Awards. In
1994, Artemide received the Compasso Doro
Career Award and the European Design Prize in
1997, as well as the Leonardo Italian Quality Prize
in 2012.

Artemide lamps are globally considered as design
icons of contemporary designs. They are exhibited
in most museums of modern art and design
collections such as in Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York, Victoria and Albert Museum in
London, Museo Nazionale della Scienza e della
Tecnico in Milan, Galleria Nazionale d’Arte
Moderna in Rome, Paris, and Centre Georges

Pompidou. Artemide has always collaborated with
the most famous international designers and has
actively promotes workshop with design schools in
order to find the best young talents. In its pursuit
of innovation, Artemide partnered with
outstanding Italian and international universities
for research.
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Italy . 1970

Research and design of the crystal glass
material employ the most highly
advanced technology, enabling to surpass
the new challenges by means of
increasingly complex manufacturing
processes, and the collaboration with
esteemed international designers who
painstakingly translate creative ideas and
inspiration to real, tangible products.
With its intrinsic and formal quality, the
refinement and originality of the range
represent the signature and the
distinctive feature of Glas Italia products,
which are targeted to a high‐end
clientele who appreciates elegant and
stylish glass items, as well as to interior
design and architecture professionals,
project, and contract market.

Kartell pushes innovation to a maximum, enabling
designers to express their creativity using new
technologies and materials in order to come up
with real "industrial revolutions" within the home.

Kartell collaborates with the most prestigious names in the international design scene. Every collection is multifunctional
and appeals to a broad market, easy to use, and beautiful to behold. Color, irony, transparency, unusual shapes, and a play
of the senses all come together to make unique, covetable pieces. Every Kartell product is easily recognizable around the
world for the emotion it generates, its durability, and undisputed quality.
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Italy . 1949

The progressive evolution on the use
of plastic and experimentation with
new technologies and processes are
fundamentals for Kartell, which has
consistently endeavored to innovate
its
functional performance and
product aesthetics. As a result of this
progressive
research,
all‐new
properties have been introduced to
plastic,
such
as
satin
finish
transparency, flexibility, resistance to
atmospheric agents, softness and
touch, and surprising special colors.
Besides being practical and functional,
Kartell plastic is also sensual and
precious, and radically transforms the
perception of a plastic product from
merely functional object to a veritable
luxury item.

Italy . 1988

H A R M O N Y A N D C R E AT I V I T Y F O R P E R F E C T L I V I N G

The selection of excellent materials underpins every new project. What distinguishes Saba is its signature style that
combines each shape with the poetry of colors and textile materials. Each collection has its own distinctive design so that
the various models can be adapted to ergonomic requirements.
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Italy . 1994

LIGHTING FROM
THE MASTERS
Slamp's aim is to create something new in the
Italian design arena. It is a company that offers
high quality lamps, where artisans' eye for details
meets industrial production excellence. Slamp
brings products made of patented and
innovative materials; products that are unique
and immediately recognizable yet reasonably
priced.
.

Slamp is specialized in
lighting design and
creates modern lamps
thanks to the
collaboration with the
most prestigious
international designers
with the likes of Zaha
Hadid, Daniel Libeskind
and Doriana and
Massimiliano Fuksas to
name a few.
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Italy

Very Wood is a brand that brings
together a refined collection of
chairs, armchairs, sofas and stools for
restaurants and public areas and for
hospitality environments in general.
The company combines functional
design with an innate passion for
wood, craftsmanship, attention to
detail and the quality of natural
materials.
.

Very Wood features a collection of
classic shapes crafted in true “Made
in Italy” fashion and reinterpreted in
a modern key for contemporary
environments to be able to meet
international standards related to
the contract world.

Italy . 2003

Beautiful and functional furnishings, practical and pleasant space to live in, that pass the test of time and turn any
outdoor space into the set of the life, in the place of the small and big experiences.
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COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

BEST IN THEIR FIELDS FROM ALL OVER THE GLOBE
From pioneers to top in their chosen fields of specialty, we have collected numerous
brands that complement as well as provide variety of solutions to every residential as
well as commercial project.
A COMPLETE RANGE OF PRODUCTS
Bath accessories to tiles, heaters to hand dryers, sensor to self closing taps
and even drainage to piping system.
We continue to grow and diversify to meet the needs of the Filipino people.
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Delight in porcelain stoneware surfaces that are versatile and
durable perfect for any commercial and residential requirement
based on specific styles and preferences.
With high standard of performance materials, size, and color
options, different surfaces and up‐to‐date trends, our tile
selections will surely give your living space the right look and
solutions.
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Switzerland . 1874

Netherlands. 1885

Geberit is a Swiss multinational group specializing in
manufacturing and supplying sanitary parts and related systems. It
is a leader in its field in Europe with a global presence through its
subsidiaries worldwide.
The product area Installation and Flushing Systems comprises of
all sanitary installation technologies and a broad range of flushing
solutions for toilets. It is divided into two product lines:
Installation Systems and Cisterns & Mechanisms.

Without compromise to functionality, design is the important
guide in everything Geesa does. Its accessories are a blend of form
and purpose, both complementing and enhancing a bathroom.
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Germany . 1932

When it comes to fittings,
SCHELL products is the first
choice for 80 years ‐ SCHELL
ensures delivery of robust,
hygienic, and resource‐
saving solutions, especially in
public, semi‐public, and
commercial sanitary rooms,
which undergo
extraordinary stress and
traffic.

Switzerland . 1974

For more than 40 years, CONTI+ stands for flexible and holistic
solutions in public and commercial areas.
Competence in technology and design ‐ this maxim sums up
the essence of CONTI+ sanitary solutions – pioneering
products that break new ground in terms of form, materials,
and technological development; environmentally friendly
water saving products that not only enhance the comfort of
users, but also benefit the environment; many years of
experience systematically and continuously harnessed for the
management of water savings in the sanitary sector.

Israel . 1989

With almost 30 years of experience, Stern redefines
industry benchmarks with technology and leadership. It
plays a central role in bringing reliable, hygienic, and eco‐
friendly electronic products, which have already become
commercial norms to public and residential users.
Stern is committed to provide smart water delivery
solutions that minimize water consumption and maximize
points for LEED projects without sacrificing comfort,
convenience, user experience, durability, and lifespan of the
products.
All of our products use state‐of‐the‐art electronics and are
operated by precision‐crafted infrared sensors or piezo
switches.

Continuing this goal to innovate, it strives to offer products that encourage
water consumption control, efficient, access and compliance with health
and safety standards.
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France . 1927

From one invention to another, PRESTO became a leader in the design and
manufacture of tapware and accessories for sanitary appliances in
community facilities, healthcare establishments, and laboratories.

Germany . 1990

Germany . 1973

Aquatherm has developed and produced its own innovative
PP‐R materials, which meet the requirements of the global
market in the potable water and heating technologies; in the
air‐conditioning and chilling engineering; in the industrial and
agriculture economy; and in shipbuilding, as well as in fire
protection.
The company is committed to 100% production sites in
Germany and all its products are labeled with the
internationally recognized quality seal “Made in Germany,”
which vouches for the quality it offers to customers
worldwide.
Last but not the least, it focuses on the safety of the products
in application. Aquatherm sets the highest standards for the
customers with highly developed production using state‐of‐
the‐art machinery and innovative processes, ongoing quality
controls, and employees’ safety awareness that ensure
premium products that deserve the label “state of the pipe.”

BWT provides products, water treatment systems and
services for:
_Drinking water
_Pharmaceutical and process water
_Sea water desalination
_Fuel cell membranes
_Industrial water
_Hotels and restaurant water
_Heating water
_Boiler and cooling water
_Water for air‐conditioning systems
_Swimming pool water
_Swimming pool cleaning robots

FOR POTABLE WATER SUPPLY

Water is both the elixir of life and a
limited resource, but it is not
always available at the quality level
required. BWT has therefore set
itself the task of treating existing
water on site, to make it available
at the desired quality. It is
committed to working sustainably,
conserving the precious resources
of our blue planet.

FOR CHLLED, HOT FLUID AND VARIOUS
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS

BWT's world‐bea ng exper se, innova ve technologies and
high‐quality products enable us to supply op mum water quality
to all sectors and environments, and to ensure the highest level
of safety, hygiene and health in our daily contact with water, the
elixir of life.

FOR FIRE‐EXTINGHISHING

BWT offers a wealth of innovative products and technologies for
a wide range of applications, all meeting the water quality needs
of private households, industrial sites, public facilities, swimming
pools, the Hotels & Hospitality sector and hospitals. You’ll find
BWT wherever you come into contact with water, whether it’s
clean, soft‐to‐the‐touch water at home, water to enhance the
taste of food in restaurants, or presented in the form of
hydrogen as a future energy source.
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Spain . 1974

Germany . 1963

Founded in 1963 and headquartered in Lenting, Germany,
the KESSEL AG Company is the innovation leader in the
development, manufacture and supply of drainage
products. With a workforce of over 500 employees and
sales partners in over 50 countries worldwide, KESSEL
shower drains, grease / fuel separators, backwater valves,
pumps and hybrid lifting stations are specified in domestic,
commercial and industrial projects around the globe. Our
products are ‘Made in Germany’ and ‘Made by KESSEL’.

Certified quality and safety
Mediclinics has a Quality
Management System (QMS)
certified by Bureau Veritas
Spain, according to ISO 9001

All hand dryers are also certified by prestigious laboratories
(VDE, TUV Rheinland, SGS, UL, and a lot more) according to
the highest international safety standards.

Bathroom Drains / Shower Drains
Perfect combination of technology and
design for new room experiences
in bathrooms and wellness areas.

Shower Channels
Perfect combination of
technology and design for
new room experiences in bathrooms
and wellness areas.

We have a Quality Department made up of highly
experienced and trained professionals, which guarantees the
quality and safety of all our products..

USA . 1925

Grease Separators
In many commercial and industrial
operations such as restaurants,
hotels, motorway service areas,
butchers or other food‐processing
plants, greases and oils get into the
wastewater. This wastewater has
quite a way to travel before it
reaches the next sewage plant.

Rheem Manufacturing Company is an American privately
held manufacturer that produces residential and commercial
water heaters and boilers, as well as heating, ventilating and
air conditioning equipment.

A great deal of grease and food residue can become deposited in the
drainage system along the way, leading to pipe blockages, corrosion
and odor formation as well as problems with the operation of
sewage plants and lifting stations. For this reason, legislation
requires plants which produce greasy wastewater to install grease
separators according to EN 1825!

With a full line of Rheem® tank and
tankless water heaters to choose from,
there’s sure to be one that’s the right fit for
your family.

The whole KESSEL range of polyethylene grease separators fulfils all
the legal requirements for various installation situations.
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STORE
L O C AT I O N S
MAIN SHOWROOMS
KUYSEN HQ ‐ QUEZON CITY
236 E. Rodriguez Senior Avenue
near corner D. Tuazon
Barangay. Don Manuel, Galas
Quezon City 1113
Tel: 632 8740 7509, 3411 9571
Fax: 632 8714 2993
Email: info@kuysen.com
Showroom Hours : Monday to Saturday 8am to 5pm
*Close on holidays

KUYSEN DESIGN + EXPERIENCE CENTER (KDEC)
2 Jupiter Street, Bel‐Air Village, Makati City
Tel : 632 8861 9646, 7975 1250
Email: kdec.bath@kuysen.com, kdec.fl@kuysen.com
Showroom Hours : Monday to Saturday 9am to 7pm
*Close on holidays

KUYSEN x POGGENPOHL
Ground Floor, Eton Residences Greenbelt
Legazpi Street Legazpi Village,
Makati City 1128
(beside Makati Diamond Hotel,
in front of Greenbelt 1)
Tel: 632 7955 1250
Email: poggenpohl@kuysen.com
Showroom Hours : Monday to Saturday 10am to 7pm
*Close on holidays

KUYSEN KAROUSEL
Unit 410‐412, 4th floor, Mega Fashion Hall, Building D
SM Megamall, Ortigas Center, Mandaluyong City 1550
Tel: 632 8638 5586
Email: kei.karousel@kuysen.com

KUYSEN OUTLET STORES
Kuysen MC Home Depot Outlet ‐ Taguig
Booth FS010B, MC Home Depot
32nd Street, Fort Bonifacio Global City
Kalakhang Maynila, Taguig 1634
Tels: 632 8815 6057, 632 8831 4454
Email: kei.mcfort@kuysen.com

Showroom Hours : Mondays to Sundays 10am ‐ 10pm
*Verify on holidays

Opens Monday to Sunday 9am to 8pm

Kuysen CW Home Depot ‐ Ortigas
Unit A40, A47, CW Home Depot ‐ Ortigas
#1 Dona Julia Vargas Ave., corner Meralco Ave.
Barangay Ugong, Pasig City 1604
Tel: 632 8638 5586, 7914 7012
Email: kei.ohd@kuysen.com
Opens Monday to Sunday 9am to 8pm
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Kuysen

@kuysenofficial
@kuysen_furniture
@kuysen_karousel
@poggenpohlph
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